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Abstract – Over the past decade, the development of Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) has enhanced rapidly in
teaching and learning activities and provided a good chance to
participate learners more, as well as improving the quality of
education. In order to promote in higher education, especially in
Myanmar, ICT is an important tool for teaching and learning in
higher educational institutions to carry out e-learning. This
research work is the preliminary accessing lecturers and students’
attitude and perception towards e-learning at Yangon
Technological University (YTU) and Mandalay Technological
University (MTU) in Myanmar. As a pilot sharable content
development, Microprocessor Programming subject was
implemented in Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment (Moodle) platform. In this study, a set of 39
questionnaire items was distributed to lecturers as well as 29
questionnaire items to students, 23 respondents in total. According
to the questionnaire results, both lecturers and students’ attitude
towards e-learning were evaluated. The outcome of this research
work can be examined as a description of lecturers and students’
perception concerning e-learning based course.
Keywords – e-learning, lecturers, students, attitude,
perception, YTU, MTU

I. INTRODUCTION
The advancement in educational technology advanced
by the dissemination of Internet in recent years has a
potential to improve the quality of education by
encouraging participation and collaboration between
instructors and students. ICT is used as a tool in
educational institutions for teaching and learning in a
number of ways including but not limited to Internet-based
content delivery and visualization [1].
Teaching and learning in higher educational institutions
are experiencing great and rapid transformation to adopt the
concept and the utilization of electronic learning (elearning). E-learning refers to the emergent phenomenon in
which teaching and learning occur via the Internet. One
notable difference in this new approach toward learning is
that an instructor acts as a facilitator or a guide to the
students. E-learning has the potential to maximize the
chance of a student to interact with instructors and other
students by online via the Internet, regardless of time and
place. The effective integration of the Internet to higher
education could maximize opportunities for students to
become more involved actively in self-directional learning
[2].

As blended learning techniques become more widely
applied, the learners should not only always have access to
their learning material, but also be able to collaborate with
both teachers and other learners in a remote fashion.
Conventional content management systems are thus
replaced by learning management systems which offer a
broader range of functions. The term blended refers to often
applied to any course that combines face-to-face instruction
methods and, although some researchers comprehend
blended learning from other formats based upon the
percentage of time spent online [3]. By combining the
power of synchronous and asynchronous activities in a
synergistic relationship, blended learning has the potential
to transform higher education [4].
Moreover, e-learning is still in its initiation in
developing countries that experience challenges unique
from developed countries. Various aspects of e-learning
have been examined in developed countries. Those issues
including technology based components, student and
teacher satisfaction, participants' interaction with an online
environment, and the students’ experience. After evaluating
the students’ experiences in developing countries, many of
them have expressed an interest to implement e-learning
but face obstacles in infrastructure, resources, and
information access such as meeting the limited bandwidth,
technology and connectivity, instructor’s design, and
technology confidence [5].
II. RELATED WORK
E-learning is identified as a future application world
wide as it promotes life-long learning by enabling learners
to learn anytime and anywhere. In [1], the redesign of
course curriculum based on Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE)
model and the development of e-learning materials, both
“Logic Circuit and Digital Technique” and the “Discrete
Mathematics” courses through Moodle were described. The
overall respondents’ results showed a transition from a
passive model of learning to an active model. Students'
learning performance under conventional and blended
learning classes in the Electrical Engineering Department
of University of Sam Ratulangi (UNSRAT) were
compared, and showed that the implementation of blended
learning has a positive effect on increasing students'
performance and raising exam pass rates in the courses.
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In [4], the general evaluation of the blended learning
courses based on survey was conducted in Electrical
Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering,
UNSRAT. The participants in this study provided
constructive comments that proved valuable in evaluating
and revising the courses. Student feedback both from
Likert-type scale questionnaire and open-ended
questionnaire, led directly to changes in many areas
including the organization of the syllabus and objectives of
each content module, frequency of online and face-to-face
meetings, and construction of discussion method,
assignments and quizzes. Detailed student feedback can
provide a rich source of information to help instructors
evaluate specific elements of course design and structure,
make revision, and assess the effects of those changes.
Moreover these findings could indicate endorsement for
implementation of blended learning system for more
courses in UNSRAT educational environment, as well as
leading to students’ readiness for using web based
laboratory.
In [5], both lecturers and students’ readiness in elearning at UNSRAT were examined. Both respondents
showed their interest and desired to use e-learning as well
as spending their time to use a computer at home. Lecturers
and students’ perspective, respondents dissatisfied with the
computer facilities provided by the university. On the other
hand, there was also high availability of both lecturers and
students access to computer devices as well as possibility
of Internet connection in the university network. The
respondents felt that the university needed to support an
adequate computer facility for lecturers and students to use
in e-learning. More than 80% of respondents thought that
this was the right time to implement e-learning in the
university.
In [6], the instructors’ and learners’ attitudes towards elearning in a college were investigated. In addition to
viewing these independently, the relationship between
reported technology experience and attitudes toward elearning were examined. It was possible to compare some
of the instructor and learner attitudes. Overall, the
instructors in this study had a positive attitude toward elearning. When comparing the six instructors’ attitudes
subscales of the instructors’ attitudes, perceived selfefficacy was rated the highest. The instructors felt very
confident using the Internet, but also expressed confidence
in online instruction and in using e-learning environments.
In this paper, the learners also had a positive attitude
toward e-learning. They reported the highest attitudes
towards e-learning as a multimedia instructional
environment. The learners rated pictures, videos, and
animations nearly the same. Learners also rated e-learning
as an instructor-led learning environment rather highly.
However, e-learning is facing a lot of obstacles and
challenges in developing countries and drop-out rates are
usually much higher than in conventional classroom based
teaching. The seven major challenges for e-learning in
developing countries: student support, flexibility, teaching
and learning activities, access, academic confidence,
localization and attitudes were identified and the solutions
were also suggested in this paper [7].
This study aims to build the basis for developing
student-centered e-learning materials with the Moodle
platform as a learning management system. In order to
promote the conventional teaching and learning system in

higher education, Moodle was used as a sharable content
development between YTU and MTU towards e-learning
circumstances. Therefore, the preliminary study on elearning awareness in YTU and MTU is also required to
design e-learning circumstances. As a pilot development of
sharable e-learning content in IT departments at YTU and
MTU, Microprocessor Programming is conducted in
Moodle as an e-learning platform. This study aims to
examine lecturers and students’ readiness in using elearning at YTU and MTU. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follow. First, the method that was used in this
study will be described. Second, the evaluation results of
both lecturers and students’ towards e-learning will be
discussed. Finally, the results based on the evaluation will
be concluded.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Course Development using Syllabus
In a course development for undergraduate course in
Moodle, Microprocessor Programming was selected to
develop the e-learning system in IT departments between
YTU and MTU. The lecturer, syllabus and lecture plans of
this course were developed according to the key elements
of a curriculum based on Moodle. The learning material
resources for this subject were identified from the textbook.
Students can get 3 credit points in this course.
“Microprocessor Programming” course constitutes a total
of 30 hours of lectures, 15 hours of practicals and 15 hours
of tutorials, and covers 10 chapters in the textbook.
Every topic phase, the learning objectives for each
topic, content, lesson planning, how to run Assembly
program as a practical section and assignment were
described in video file, pdf file and html file. This video
lecture file is accessible at the university campus. Although
the students can learn the video lecture file with smart
phone at the home, it may be high cost. Therefore, the
students can learn the lecture file with pdf file or html file
and audio lecture file are also accessible in Moodle. As the
core of the second-term curriculum, upon completion of
this course, the students were expected to be able to
understand and get experiences using e-learning.
In Moodle, lecturers can share resources and set up
activities, while students can read those resources and take
part in the activities. Both lecturers and students can
communicate with each other within their course. The
Moodle contains lecturer information, course syllabus,
week-by-week program, materials, assignments and
quizzes for each chapter as shown in Fig. 1. After
completion of learning in each chapter for this course, an
assignment and quiz were given to assess students'
understanding about the material. The quiz uses a format in
which answers were automatically evaluated and the
feedback were given immediately to students. The general
forum which was lecturers can post class information,
assignment reminders and quiz deadlines, every week can
be accessed. Through this forum, we expected to have
interaction between students and lecturers as well as within
students themselves.
As a pilot development, the actual instructions and
delivery of learning experiences were done for third year
course, “Microprocessor Programming” course, which will
be opened in the second semester of the academic year
2016. From the result, both the lecturers and students are
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ready for e-learning. However, in order to implement elearning environment in both universities, the universities
need to provide enough budget for e-learning. Moreover,
adequate computer facilities, IT infrastructure maintenance
and training experiences are also needed to provide by
universities.

purpose, ten items were developed. The percentage of
positive responses (SA and A) for each item within this
dimension both for lecturers and students’ attitude are
shown in Table I. Fig. 2 illustrates the positive responses of
both respondents’ characteristics.
TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LECTURERS AND
STUDENTS
Responses
Lecturers’
Students’
No.
Item
perspective
perspective
% of SA
% of SA
and A
and A
I know what e-learning is
1.
100
100
I am ready to integrate
2.
e-learning into my
87.5
100
teaching/studying
I have enough IT
competency to prepare/
3.
86.67
50
access the e-learning
materials
I prefer face to face
4.
100
60
lessons /with my students
I use computer at home
5.
86.67
100
very often
I use computer at campus
6.
66.67
100
very often
I am willing to work/make
7.
80
75
the time for e-learning

Fig.1 Content Development for Microprocessor
Programming in Moodle
B. Instruments
In this research, questionnaires were used to gather data.
Those questionnaires were given to lecturers and students
in two different types of questionnaire. A set of
questionnaires with thirty-nine questions focusing four
divisive dimensions was developed for lecturers. The four
dimensions are characteristics of lecturers, e-learning
facilities, e-learning management, and e-learning
environment. Whereas a questionnaire elaborated for
students consists of ten items about characteristics of
students, five items about e-learning facilities and fourteen
items about e-learning environment. In both questionnaires,
five responses will be expected from respondents such as
SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), N (Neutral), D (Disagree)
and SD (Strongly Disagree). Each item was measured using
a Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree (1) to
Strongly Agree (5).
B. Participants
After developing e-learning in Moodle as a pilot
sharable course, “Microprocessor Programming”, a divisive
questionnaire items form were distributed to lectures and
students in Information Technology (IT) departments at
YTU and MTU. Of these participants, a total of 8 lecturers
and 15 students sent back their attitudes and perception
towards e-learning in both universities. Items on the
questionnaires were used to measure lecturers and student’s
perception towards e-learning implementation as well as
their feedbacks in evaluating.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Characteristics of Lecturers and Students
The results from this study keep going on the direct
indication for the readiness of lecturers and students
towards e-learning at YTU and MTU. It presents an
important role assessing e-learning readiness. For this

8.

9.
10.

I am interested to improve
my work /study
performance through elearning
I can discipline myself to
follow e-learning courses
Overall, I am ready for elearning

100

93.33

75

100

87.5

100

1) Lecturers’ Perspective
After preparing the e-learning contents in Moodle, a set
of questionnaire items were given to lecturers to examine
their attitudes as well as their readiness for e-learning.
According to the result, the highest percentage are item 1,
“I know what e-learning is”, item 4, “I prefer face to face
lessons with my students”, item 5, “I use computer at home
very often”, item 6, “I use computer at campus very often”,
and item 8, “I am interested to improve my work
performance through e-learning”. These items have the
same percentage (100%). From this result, the lecturers felt
that they are interested in to improve their work through elearning. The lowest percentage of respondents’
characteristics is item 3 (50%), “I have enough IT
competency to prepare the e-learning materials”.
From the result, although they prefer face to face
lessons, they are now willing to improve their teaching
towards e-learning in the University. On the other hand,
there were also respondents who felt that their IT
competency was not enough for them to develop e-learning
materials and, so they need more training and experience in
using e-learning by the university.
2) Students’ Perspective
The results showed that, the students’ attitude and
perception towards e-learning have the positive responses.
From the above result, the highest percentage of positive
respondents is item1, item 2, item 9 and item 10 (100%).
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However, iteem 4, “I prefeer face to facee lesson” is thhe
loowest percentag
ge (60%). Thee second largesst percentage iis
iteem 6 (66.67%)), “I use compu
uter at campus very often”.

he positive responses from leecturers and stuudents
Fig. 3 Th
concerninng e-learning faacilities
Fig.
F 2 The positive responsess from lecturers and students
in charactteristics of resp
pondents towarrds e-learning
According to
t the resultss, although thhey can’t use
co
omputer effecttively in the campus,
c
the stuudents felt thaat
thhey are confideent for studyinng in e-learninng because theyy
caan use smarrt phones too improve thheir studyingg.
Consequently, thhey are also reaady to use e-leearning.
F
B.. E-learning Facilities
E-learning facilities
fa
are onne of the mostt important role
too improve the teaching
t
and leearning in highher institutionss.
Th
his result show
ws that the unniversity can provide whetheer
thhe computers arre adequate forr lecturers and students to use
e--learning. Fivee items are used
u
to evaluaate. The detaiil
po
ositive percenttage of lecturers and studentts are shown inn
Taable II. Fig. 3 depicts the comparison
c
perrcentage of thhe
po
ositive responsse of both resspondents in this
t
dimensionn,
which
w
vertical liine represents the percentagee and horizontaal
ax
xis shows the five
f items regarrding the e-learrning facilitiess.
TABL
LE II

ANAL
LYSIS FOR E-LEA
ARNING FACILIITIES
No.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Item

My Facullty/Department hass
enough co
omputers for
lectures to
o use
Computerrs in my
Faculty/D
Department are fastt
enough to
o run the software
installed
My Univeersity network is
fast enouggh to access the elearning materials
m
My Univeersity has good IT
infrastructure maintenance
Overall, thhe IT
infrastructure can support ew
learning well

Responses
Lecturers’
Students’
perspective perspective
% of SA
% of SA
and A
and A
37.5

2) Sttudents’ Perspective
The highest perceentage of thee students’ positive
p
perceptivee concerning ee-learning facillities is item 1 (80%),
“My Facculty/Department has enoough computeers for
students to
t use”, followed by item 2 (66.67%), “Com
mputers
in my Faculty/Departm
F
ment are fast enough to run
r
the
software installed”.
i
Thee lowest percenntage is item 4 (20%),
“My Univ
versity has goood IT infrastruccture maintenannce”.
From the finding reesult, both resp
pondents felt that
t
the
Universityy has not goodd IT infrastruccture. Moreoveer, they
thought that
t
they needd to get fast enough to acccess elearning. So it is also needed that the
t university should
provide th
he adequate acccess to connectt e-learning.
C. E-learrning Managem
ment
In thiss research, the e-learning maanagement connsists of
having ennough number of technical staff,
s
having a plan to
train leccturers and faculty membbers for anyy new
technologgical skills, havving necessaryy skills and haaving elearning development professionalss to implem
ment elearning among
a
faculty members. Forr this reason, a set of
questionn
naires includingg ten items were
w
distributedd to the
lecturers to
t examine thee e-learning management
m
suppported
by the unniversity. The lecturers’ posittive percentagee of this
dimension
n is described iin Table III.

80
No.

62.5

66.67
1.

0

26.67

2.

12.5

20

3.

12.5

40

4.

5.

1) Lecturerrs’ Perspectivee
From the cu
urrent result, thhe highest perrcentage of thhe
leecturers’ respon
nses is item 2 (62.5%), “Co
omputers in myy
Faaculty/Departm
ment are fast enough to runn the softwarre
innstalled”. The second largest percentage is
i item 1, “Myy
Faaculty/Departm
ment has enouugh computers for lectures too
usse” (37.5%). “My
“
Universitty network is fast enough too
acccess the e-leearning materiials”, item 3 is the lowesst
peercentage (0%)).

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF E
E-LEARNING MA
ANAGEMENT
Respoonses
Lecturrers’
Item
perspeective
% of SA
S
and A
M University/Facuulty has a budget for
My
f e0
leearning
I am willing to buy a computer for e-learning
122.5
puurpose
I am willing to spennd extra money onn eleearning
M university’s IT manager/coordinaator has
My
suufficient IT compeetency to support me
m in
using e-learning
M university’s IT technician(s) has
My
suufficient IT compeetency to support my
m use
of e-learning
M university has enough
My
e
technician to
suupport e-learning
I can overcome most of the technical
prroblems I encountter myself
M university provvides enough trainiing
My
oppportunities for m
me to learn about e-leearning
M university provvides enough tutoriial for
My
m to learn about e-learning
me
O
Overall,
the techniccal support of my
unniversity is adequaate to support e-leaarning

0
622.5

75
0
50
0
0
122.5

From the ressult, more thann 70% of the lecturers agreedd
thhat IT techniccian has the sufficient
s
IT competency too
su
upport them forr using e-learnning in the univversity (item 5)).
Although
A
the university
u
has not enough technician andd
traaining for e-learning, the lecturers
l
felt that
t
they havve
reelevant knowleedge concerninng e-learning.. On the otheer
haand, from the result, the universities
u
hav
ve not enoughh
bu
udget and traiining experiennces for e-leaarning. So, thhe
un
niversities shoould provide enough
e
budgeet and trainingg
ex
xperiences for lecturers to im
mplement e-learrning.
D.
D E-learning Environment
E
This study shows
s
that thee lecturers, students and theiir
co
olleagues’ percception concerrning e-learninng environmennt
too implement e-learning
e
in the
t
campus. Fourteen
F
item
ms
were
w developed in this dimenssion shown in Table
T
IV. Fig. 4
sh
hows the comp
parison positivee percentage of both lecturerrs
an
nd students conncerning e-learrning environm
ment, which thhe
veertical line indiicates the percentage and thee horizontal linne
reepresents the foourteen items in
n Table IV.
TABL
LE IV
ANALYSIS FOR E-LEAR
RNING ENVIRON
NMENT

No.
N

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
1
10.

1
11.

1
12.

1
13.

1
14.

Item

My colleagues/friends know
what e-learnning is
My colleagues’/friends’ IT
competencyy is high enough too
conduct e-leearning
We have a shared vision
among the colleagues/friends
c
s
about e-leaarning
My Universsity/ Faculty/
Departmentt has a culture of
sharing andd team work
Overall, thee lecturers/studentss
are ready foor e-learning
The most efffective method off
learning is face
f
to face
E-learning is
i an advanced
mode/stagee in teaching and
learning
E-learning is
i an efficient
means of diisseminating
informationn
Discussion via the internet
make learniing more
meaningfull
Lecturers arre still the best
informationn providers
g e-learning
When using
technology,, the personal
touch is imp
portant in the
learning proocess
E-learning is
i helpful to
improve teaaching and
learning
p
the
E-learning provides
opportunity
y for learners to
discuss andd work
collaborativvely on projects
It is the righht time to promotee
e-learning in
i my university

Ressponses
Lecturers’
Students’
perspective
perspective
% of SA
% of SA
and A
and A

a ready for e-learning
e
(item
m 5). Nevertheless, 75%
lecturers are
of the resp
pondents felt tthat it is the rigght time to prom
mote elearning inn the universityy (item 14).

Fig. 4 Th
he positive perccentage from lecturers and sttudents
related to ee-learning enviironment
2) Sttudents’ Perspective
Like lecturers’
l
respponse, the stud
dents also felt that elearning is
i helpful to im
mprove teachin
ng and learninng, item
12 (100%
%) and the depaartment has a culture
c
of sharring and
team work
k, item 4 (100%
%). On the othher hand, there was 60%
of the resspondents felt that the mostt effective metthod of
learning is face to fface (item 6). Nevertheless, the
respondennts are willinng to changee their conveentional
learning style
s
to e-learnning. Moreoveer, more than 73% of
respondennts felt that thhis is the right time to prom
mote elearning inn the universitty (item 14). According to thee result,
more thann 70% of bothh respondents agreed
a
that thiis is the
right timee to promote e-learning in thee university (iteem 14).

87.5

93.33

75

60

50

86.67

100

100

50

80

100

60

100

86.67

87.5

60

75

66.67

87.5

93.33

87.5

73.33

even though the e-leaarning facilitiies provided by the
universityy are inadequaate for the students, they caan learn
via their own smart phhones effectiveely. Consequenntly, the

100

100

lecturers and
a students’ arre now ready to use the e-leaarning at
YTU and MTU.
M

62.5

93.33

75

73.33

1) Lecturerrs’ Perspectivee
The respond
dents felt that four from fourrteen items goot
%) to improvee teaching andd
thhe highest perrcentage (100%
leearning using e-learning.
e
Onn the other hannd, 50% of thhe

E. Lecturrers and Studennts’ Readinesss towards E-leaarning
In order to promote higher educatioon towards e-leearning,
the infrasstructure, in teerms of connecctivity, availabbility of
Internet, iss one of the moost important faactors for lecturrers and
students’ readiness
r
towarrds e-learning. At the presen
nt, there

is suitablle access for lecturers and
d students to use elearning in
i YTU mainn campus via fiber communnication
with 10 MB bandwidtth, which is used
u
in the campus.
c
Moreoverr, wifi connectiion is also avaailable for the students
s
and lectu
urers in the main camppus. Nowadayys, the
communiccation systems and new technnologies like 3G
G in the
telecom sppace have alreaady been started in Myanmar.. So, all
lecturers and
a students can easily use Internet via Myanmar
M
Post and Telecommuniccation (MPT), Telenor and O
Ooredoo
work packages. On the otherr hand,
telecommuunication netw

N
V. CONCLUSION
In thiis research work, Microproocessor prograamming
subject fo
or undergraduaate course was developed in Moodle
M
as a pilott sharable conttent developmeent in IT depaartments
at YTU annd MTU. In thhis e-learning subject, detail syllabus,
s
the objectives of each lecture, video
o presentation file for
lectures, the step-by sttep proceduress for practicall works
were desccribed. The stuudents can leaarn effectively lecture
video file within the university campus througgh wifi
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connection. In current situation, the high availability of
Internet access is also adequate in Myanmar, and so
lecturers and students can use Internet through their smart
phones effectively anytime and anywhere. But it may cost
highly when the students download the lecture video file at
home by using smart phone. After completion of the
lectures, the students can answer multiple quizzes for their
understanding upon lecture. In this research work, lecturers
and students’ attitude towards e-learning were investigated
at YTU and MTU. In this study, a set of questionnaire
items, which distributed to lecturers and students in IT
departments, was evaluated. According to the result, the
respondents disagreed the computer facilities for e-learning
that provided by the university. From the current study, the
university needed to provide adequate computer facilities
for lecturers and students to use in e-learning. Both
respondents also keen on to transform conventional
learning style to e-learning in the university. From this
survey, more than 70% of the respondents felt that this is
the right time to promote e-learning in the university.
Therefore, the e-learning implementation for undergraduate
course in IT departments at YTU and MTU will be started
in near future.
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